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  Description

  We tested a variety of candidates, such as the Furzapper (featured in the guide) and a range of generic products such as washer lint balls, lint traps and a floating pet hair collector (that was only suitable for top load washing machines.) Yep, dog hair can be so stubborn. Even after a trip through your washer and dryer, dog hair will still cling to your laundry – especially if your pup has short, wiry hair. How well does it work? It’s like a hair magnet. Swipe after swipe, I was capable of removing tufts of hair from my couch, like I was giving it a haircut.
Best pet hair removers for a fur-free home (23+ Tested!) 6 Best pet hair removers for a fur-free home (23+ Tested!)
Even short-haired dogs like French Bulldogs and Beagles shed their hair. Sure, it’s less noticeable, but it will build up over time until you find yourself wondering: In my opinion, the only people who should skip a pet hair remover are those with a hypoallergenic dog or if you aren’t bothered by dog hair… It’s here that many people get frustrated and claim that their pet hair remover doesn’t work. Fur removers are not magic products that make up for all those months you didn’t clean.Fortunately, this won’t be a problem for most of you. With regular cleaning, these hairs will never have a chance to deeply embed themselves in the surface of your couch – they will rest on the top, within easy reach of the OXO FurLifter. Phew, if you made it this far, congratulations! You now know which pet hair remover is best for you. We went into the review with a goal of finding a “best pet hair remover for washing machines.” The best pet hair remover for laundry was originally going to be split into two with one winner for washers and another winner for dryers.
Indigopetco Pet Hair Remover Laundry, Indigo Petco Hair 
If that sounds like you, then I’m not sure you’ll find much value in a pet hair remover. But remember, even if dog hair doesn’t bother you, that doesn’t mean it won’t irritate your guests. And for that reason, you might want to keep a pet hair remover on hand, just in case. In addition to this, I also cleaned 12 different houses owned by people I befriended at the local dog park. The one condition? That they had indoor dogs. Who would turn down a free cleaning? This allowed me to test the pet hair removers on a wide range of different surfaces and materials. This piece was originally written by Anne Fritz, who as the proud owner of a lab-hound mix and—more recently—a rescue puppy, has spent over a decade learning how to remove pet hair from her life. Fritz likes using the FurZapper because it’s easy and brainless to toss it into the washing machine along with the rest of her family’s wash. Combine this with my dog trying to play with the vacuum every time it comes out and this chore soon gets old – especially when vacuuming every day just to keep up with your molting pup.On-The-Go Brush was the weakest in their line. I loved that it neatly fits into my handbag, and it is perfect for touching up clothes and even my daughter’s car seat when away from home. Unfortunately, due to being single-sided, it’s unusable for left-handed people. After use, clean the sponge so that it’s ready for the next time. I found it easiest to push leftover hair into the center of the brush until it formed a clump. Any remaining hair can be rinsed off with water – just make sure you let it dry! It even worked on short carpet and rugs. Circular motions removed pet hair from the surface, even those that were visibly trapped between the fibers. However, it won’t reach hair that is hiding below the surface. A pet hair remover you throw in with your laundry isn’t going to clean your couch. Similarly, smaller pet hair removers that are great for the small gaps in your car are too time-consuming to use on large blankets and sheets.
8 Best Pet Hair Removers of 2023, Tested and Reviewed The 8 Best Pet Hair Removers of 2023, Tested and Reviewed
Holly’s short, coarse hair works its way into sweaters, couches and gaps in the baseboards. While she doesn’t shed as much as our other two testers, you know it when she does. Her stubborn hair was the undoing of many of the pet hair removers we tested. At first, I was hesitant to add anything that “bounces around” inside my dryer. I worried that they would damage the fabric of my delicate clothing. When it came to sweeping up dog hair, no broom allowed me to clean every area of my house like the Bissel Pet Hair Broom. When determining which size product you need, consider where you’re going to be removing pet hair most often. If you want to get in small spaces or take it on the go, opt for something nimble and light. If, however, you’re trying to cover a lot of territory—such as all the floors in your home—you'll probably want something bigger. I noticed that the FurLifter struggled to remove short, spiky dog hairs that had worked themselves deep into the fabric.But this wasn’t a problem for the ChomChom Roller. It took a few minutes, but I was able to return my sweater and yoga pants to a condition not seen in years. My husband now religiously uses the ChomChom Roller on his denim jeans – now if you look at the pair of us in public, you would never guess that we own a dog. Well, unless we are walking her, of course. In fact, you could make a life-size version of your husky out of the hair you remove from him during brushing… In most instances, except where dog hair was left to build up, I was able to remove the dog hair in a single pass. It’s honestly surprisingly just how well hair clings to this sponge.
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      We do our best to ensure that the products that you order are delivered to you in full and according to your specifications. However, should you receive an incomplete order, or items different from the ones you ordered, or there is some other reason why you are not satisfied with the order, you may return the order, or any products included in the order, and receive a full refund for the items. View full return policy
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